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Why Hire From Us
 

Web Development since 1999
We are in web development since 1999. In 2004 we developed a PHP MVC framework. Worked
on almost all popular web technologies. We implemented many innovative ideas to maximize
the client's revenue. 

Reliable - In-house with no Newbies
We have a dedicated in-house team of 30+ developers. 80% of them are 6+ years experience.
6 of them are 14+ years of experience. Only experienced developers and experts will work on
your projects.

Complete  Solution - Concept to Cash
We have six 15+ years of experienced experts who will help to add value at different points of
the software development life cycle. Execution will be done by experienced developers and
technology experts. 

Built-in-Quality through Lean Practices
You can't turn a MI phone into an iPhone, once it is built. Because adding qualities as in iPhone
requires to be built-in. We have quality checks on every step of the value stream starting right
from the code editor.

Expertise in Latest Technologies
We are currently focused on the latest tools,  technologies, programming languages,
frameworks and microservices architectures for developing web, cloud, desktop and mobile
apps.

Use of Worldclass Agile Tools
Only programming technologies do not help. We set up our development pipelines with DevOps
tools like Jira, GIT, Dockers, Kubernetes and automated testing tools to deliver world-class
quality in minimum time.

Super Service at India Price
With the help of experienced and trained resources, 21 years of software development
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experience, hard work and professional honesty, we provide super service. And still at India
Price, as we manage everything from India.

History of Serving in the Long Term
We provide future support. Even if you come back with a small change. Clients stay with for
years. And in fact employees too. The main reason behind this is we really care about our
clients and employees.


